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#You can use our Overclocking Presets as start off points: 

 

I’ll separate the OC Guide into the various domains as usual: 

 

BCLK 

Skylake features a really high Base Clock headroom for the K processors. Now you 

don’t have to be bothered by the Base Clock Straps you had to deal with in the past. 

Just key in the Base Clock you want and don’t need to worry about the weak DMI bus 

as it always stays at default. 350MHz BCLK on air is pretty easy. 

Just concern yourself with these 2 rails: 

 (For those ROG boards such as M8H without PLL 

Termination voltage, use CPU standby Voltage instead as it is shared with PLL 

Termination on this board) 

 

Having a rightly matched set of the above two options will improve your base clock 

margin. 1.45v PLL Termination with Level 6 on PLL Bandwidth should give you very 

good margins, while raising both of these may help some more when you have good 

cooling. 

You should gain some more with 1.50v++ PLL Termination. Now try to keep a less 

than 450mv delta between PLL Termination voltage and CPU Standby Voltage. When 

using 1.50v PLL Termination you will probably want at least around 1.20v on CPU 

Standby Voltage. Easiest would be to synchronize these 2 rails. 

When you set higher than 1.45v on PLL Termination, remember to raise CPU Standby. 

Also remember to raise PCH Core voltage to 1.1v~1.2v, if not it will ‘00’ at reset.  

Remember to set Core Ratio and Ring Ratio to 8x, and Memory Ratio to the lowest 

when pushing BCLK. 

Level 6 PLL Bandwidth + 1.7v PLL Termination + 1.175v PCH + Lowest CPU Ratio + 

Lowest Dram Ratio + Lowest Cache Ratio should get you around 400BCLK on air. 

 

Always load defaults save exit once after a cleared cmos before changing bclk. 

 

 

 

 

 



DRAM 

You can use our Memory Presets as start off points: 

One of the most significant improvements you will see on Skylake is the Memory 

Frequency overclocking and granularity. First off, there are a lot more ratios you can 

use this time, the even ratios you are used to and the odd ratios that are new.   

 

The 2 rails that affect DRAM overclocking are VCCIO and VCCSA. VCCIO has a 

relationship with DMI voltage so I would just leave DMI voltage at auto when I 

change VCCIO to let the BIOS determine the best spot for DMI voltage. 1.12v on 

VCCIO and 1.12v on VCCSA is enough for up to around 3500 in Frequency, depending 

on configurations. After that, 1.18v VCCIO and 1.25v SA can get you close to 3800, 

and then 1.25v VCCIO with 1.3v VCCSA will get you to 4000+. 1.3v VCCIO may get you 

further, I have not found higher than 1.3v to help scale further. 

 

 

VTT is best left at half of DRAM voltage. The best spot for DRAM Voltage obviously 

depends on the ICs used. For Memory Validations, I use Samsung based Chipsets and 

run around 1.8 to 1.9v.  

 

 

One of the more noticeable changes is that trcd is now tied to trp, they have to be in 

synch. So you will only see one option trcd. 

 

 

 

 



 

Take note of the above 2 timings as they need to be matched to boot up. Write 

recovery time needs to be 2x of read to pre time so if you want read to pre time of 

12, write recovery needs to be 24. 

 

 

 
The trick for RTL adjustments is to move RTL along with IOL. You may want to do this 

when tightening performance or when validating high Memory Frequencies. First 

boot at or close to the Frequency and timings you want to run. Look at the RTL and 

IOL you get. For example you may see 63/6. Now to loosen it, for every RTL clock you 

add, add the same amount to IOL, so it would be 65/8. Vice versa, if you’re trying to 

tighten it, drop IOL by the same number of clocks you drop RTL. So it would be 62/5.    

If you are really loosening it up, make sure that your RTL Init Value is at least 6 clocks 

higher than the desired RTL. When you are maxed out on your IOL, look at your 

current IO latency OFFSET. Increase it by the same amount of clocks you increase 

your RTL. For example you boot at RTL=72, IOL=15, IO_LAT=21. To go to RTL 73, set 

IO_LAT to 22. To go to 74, set IO_LAT to 23, and so on. 

The best slot to use for Memory validations is actually the outer most slot, the one 

furthest away from the CPU. On air, you should be able to boot at 4000 with good 

Samsung DRAM with 1.4 to 1.5v. 

I have found quite a few sticks of Samsung to scale with LN2 cooling and the best 

temp may be around -140C on the heatspreaders. 

 

When you go above 4300 on DRAM you want to use values of 2~4 on DLLBWEN: 

 

 

Sometimes a certain frequency may have issues booting but higher frequencies 

actually boot fine, so you can also try higher when you can’t boot. 

 

 

 



Samsung or Hynix 

Both will do validations on 4300+. 

Hynix is probably still the best for performance with it’s tight timing capability 

matched with very good scaling on LN2. 3733 CL11 with ~1.9v should be doable with 

good sticks under LN2. At high frequencies on Hynix, you will want to try CLK Rising 

Slope of values 3 to 5. At 3800+ with Hynix you may not be able to use such high 

voltages however, you need to knock down to 1.5~1.6+v. It is strange that I found 

Hynix tough to boot at range 4000~4320, but when I go 4360, it actually boots. 

 

The highest working DRAM ratio is 4133. 

 

Core/Cache Frequency 

The number 1 thing you want to be concerned with for pushing Core and Cache 

frequency would be the core/cache voltage, which is the same rail.  

 

On good air/water cooling, you would run 4.8G~5G with 1.4~1.5v on this rail.  

On LN2 cooling, you will be running 1.7~1.85v for maxing out frequencies. (To use 

high voltages, remember to enable LN2 mode.) 

I bench on many CPUs around 1.83v VCore quite securely. CPUs should do around 

6.2~6.7GHz on LN2 with this voltage. 

 

When you are pushing close to 6G+, you want to be concerned with these factors. 

1) BCLK: You want to use as low a BCLK as is needed. (You only need it to get your 

DRAM where you want it) This is to reduce to jitter on the PLL. You don’t suffer 

from PCIE performance loss as PCIE is always at 100MHz. 

2) PLL Bandwidth / PLL Termination Voltage / CPU Standby voltage / PCH Voltage. 

CPU Standby Voltage and PCH Voltage only because they need to scale according to 

PLL termination voltage. You want to keep a less than 450mv delta between PLL 

termination voltage and these 2 rails. So say you want 1.7v PLL termination voltage, 

thus you will want at least around 1.3v CPU Standby Voltage and 1.15v PCH Voltage. 

Raising PCH Voltage too much will cause Native SATA ports to go missing, but the 3rd 

party ports will be fine. 

 

 

I would start off with Level 6 on PLL Bandwidth and 1.6v on PLL Termination Voltage. 

Just load a LN2 OC Preset conveniently to start. 



Use 80MHz BCLK. 

Save and Exit at ~ -125C. 

Go into the OS, making sure your VCore is set at 1.7v or above. 

Pour the CPU down to Full pot. 

Raise CPU Ratio till it crashes. 

Retry by setting higher PLL Termination Voltage in the OS before increasing Ratio (Or 

use eventual PLL Termination Voltage to increase after boot) 

Find out where PLL Termination Voltage stops helping or where the CPU refuses to 

take more on this rail. 

Then retry the above with higher than Level 6 on PLL Bandwidth. 

Typically, many CPUs hit a cooling/ VCore limit with Level 6 + 1.8v PLL Termination 

Voltage. 

 

Other than the above, max clocks come with max cooling. Even though the TIM used 

by Intel works well, you want something better between HIS and die. Something 

thick is usually better for this application.  

To get a better reading of die temp, we have placed holes for you to insert probes on 

M8E and M8G: 

 



 

You want to insert it in and have it touch the back of the CPU, obviously insulate the 

probe with some tape. 

Usually with full pot and good TIM, you should see the back of the CPU read close to 

-130c while it is idle. That is when you can start benching at max clocks. When the 

TIM goes bad under cold you can tell from this temp and it would start throwing out 

BSOD 101s. 

 

 

1.0v to 1.1v is more than enough, higher may give issues at reset or cold bug issues. 

 

 

CPUZ: As CPUZ constantly polls the CPU MSRs, it is a good idea not to have it open 

while adjusting Ratios. Instead use REALTemps to read the frequency. 

 

 



LN2 

To get best cold boot and cold bug, remember to switch over to LN2 mode. On the 

M8E it is here: 

 



 

 

On the M8H it is here: 

 

 

 

 

 



On the M8G it is here: 

 

 
 

The Auto rules are set when you use LN2 mode, however you can bear in mind the 

following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



You want high Core PLL Voltage for no cold bug, if you are not using the IGPU, set 

1.8v here: 

 

If you are using the IGPU, set 1.5v here, do not set 1.8v here if you use the IGPU. 

 

 

You want around 1.37v DMI voltage for no cold bug: 

 

 

You want at least 1.12v VCCIO for no cold bug: 

 

 

You want at least 1.2~1.5v PLL Termination for no cold bug: 

 (For those ROG boards such as M8H without PLL 

Termination voltage, use CPU standby Voltage instead as it is shared with PLL 

Termination on this board) 

 

 

Remember to set xtreme tweaking to enabled for legacy benchmarks. 

 

Some CPUs have CPU PCIE cold bug ~ -150+C so try to use the PCH PCIE Slot for 

testing first. Make sure you disable the Gen3->1.1 switching that occurs by using 

power-mizer or disable ULPS to prevent this cold bug. 

IF not, set DMI boot voltage, DMI voltage and VCCIO higher, levels depend.  

1,6v Boot DMI voltage + 1.8v DMI Voltage + 1.25v VCCIO may be over-volting but it 

works for me. 

 

 
All the CPUs tested were cold bug free with the right settings and typical cold boot 

bug is about -155C. 

 



In DOS, there is no turbo mode unless you set cpu configuration/boot performance -> 

turbo performance. Hence your CPU runs colder, so if you want to go really cold in 

DOS then set turbo performance to be able to run colder in DOS. 

 

Rough Crash pointers: 

BSOD 101 may be too hot or not enough PLL Termination Voltage. 

Hard lock may be not enough PLL Termination Voltage. 

Jumping out of benchmark may be not enough vcore. 

 

As it is brutal on the CPU socket to go such cold temperatures constantly, take care of 

socket after benching and try to go down in temperatures slowly so that the plastic 

of the socket contracts at the same rate as the socket pins. 

USB 

To use usb keybd/mouse in any OS without drivers please use the 2 ports below the 

PS2. 

 

USB Flashback ports below: 

M8H 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



M8G 

 
 

M8TE 

 

XTU in Win7 

To use XTU benchmark in Win7, you need to install the latest MEI drivers and hotfix, 

these are in the MEI folder. 

 

  



OS 

The number irritant on Skylake when you use Win7 and Win XP is the USB issue. 

Below are guides for these OSes. 

 

Windows 7 32/64-bit installation from USB 

Also applicable to Vista 32/64-bit 

Key issue: No EHCI support, install from USB media not supported. SATA IDE Legacy 

mode also not supported. 

Solution: Integrate USB3 (xHCI) and AHCI drivers into Windows 7 install image 

Needed tools: 

 Windows 7 ISO 

 Empty USB flash drive 

 DISM tool (From Windows 7 WAIK, 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=5753) 

 Windows USB/DVD Download Tool (http://wudt.codeplex.com/) 

 USB 3.0/3.1 (xHCI) and AHCI drivers (see “Install OS from USB\W7\w7drivers” 

folder)  

Main steps: 

 Extract ISO to USB drive and make it bootable 

 Mount install.wim using DISM 

 Integrate drivers 

 Save changes to install.wim 

  

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=5753
http://wudt.codeplex.com/


Step 1: Drive preparation 

 

Download and install the “Windows USB/DVD Download Tool”. Open it and complete 

the steps to prepare the USB drive with your preferred Windows 7 ISO. Your USB 

drive root should now look something like below (the version below has had 

components removed). 

 

 

  



Step 2: Driver integration 

Open a command line window (cmd.exe) as Administrator. 

 

Create a temporary folder where you can mount the WIM-file, in this case we use 

“C:\w7temp” by typing: 

 

mkdir C:\w7temp 

 

Next mount the boot.wim index 2 (Windows Setup environment) in order to 

integrated driver: 

 

dism /mount-wim /wimfile:D:\sources\boot.wim /index:2 

/mountdir:C:\w7temp 

 

where D:\ is the path to your USB flash drive. 

It’s now time to integrate the drivers (see “Install OS from USB\W7\w7drivers” folder) 

which we in this case have placed under “C:\w7drivers\”. Select the proper subfolder 

by specifying “C:\w7drivers\x32” for 32-bit OS and “C:\w7drivers\x64” for 64-bit OS. 

This is done through the following command: 

 

dism /image:C:\w7temp /add-driver /driver:C:\w7drivers\x64 /recurse 

 

The recurse option makes it install all drivers found in subfolders of the specified 

driver path. 

Finally save the updated image: 

 

 dism /unmount-wim /commit /mountdir:C:\w7temp 

 

See the expected output in the image below. 



 

Your USB drive will now be able to install Windows 7 from USB. We’re not done 

however, since we want the drivers to be integrated into the actually installed OS as 

well. This means we have to redo these steps for each of the images contained in 

install.wim. You can see which possible install images are available by typing: 

 

dism /get-wiminfo /wimfile:D:\sources\install.wim 

 

 



In our case we have only one image “Windows 7 PROFESSIONAL” at index 1. We 

mount this image and integrate drivers just like with the setup environment image: 

 

dism /mount-wim /wimfile:D:\sources\install.wim /index:1 

/mountdir:C:\w7temp 

 

dism /image:C:\w7temp /add-driver /driver:C:\w7drivers\x64 /recurse 

 

dism /unmount-wim /commit /mountdir:C:\w7temp 

 

All steps are now completed and you can install Windows 7 from your USB drive. 

  



Windows XP 32/64-bit installation from USB 

Key issue: No EHCI support, install from USB media not supported. SATA IDE Legacy 

mode also not supported. 

Solution: Load XP media (ISO) to RAM through bootloader and inject RAM-disk + 

AHCI driver during install 

Needed tools: 

 Windows XP ISO without OEMPreInstall=”Yes” in I386\WINNT.SIF and Floppy 

support still present 

 Empty USB flash drive 

 RMPrepUSB (http://www.rmprepusb.com/) 

 Virtual floppy image with Firadisk and Skylake AHCI driver (“Install OS from 

USB\XP \USB root” folder) 

Main steps: 

 Make USB drive bootable with RMPrepUSB 

 Copy files to USB root 

 Start install and select Firadisk + AHCI driver in F6-list 

 In setup step 2 (GUI-mode) drivers are already installed, but still need to load 

ISO to RAM before booting into GUI setup 

Lingering issues: 

Intel does not provide any USB3.0 xHCI driver for Windows XP meaning USB devices 

cannot work (except USB Keyboard/Mouse in PS2 emulation mode). Intel probably 

won’t provide a driver in the future either, meaning a 3rd party controller with XP 

support is needed. 

  

http://www.rmprepusb.com/


Step 0: nLite (optional) 

If using nLited XP ISO, make sure that Floppy support was not removed and that OEM 

Preinstall is set to Disabled. See the images below for reference. 

 

 

If your install media is already modified, you can extract the ISO and make sure 

OEMPreInstall=”No” is set under [Unattended] section in I386\WINNT.SIF. 

 

Step 1: Format USB flash drive 

For this step you will need to have installed RMPrepUSB. Insert your flash drive and 



start RMPrepUSB. Format your drive with either NTFS or FAT32, see settings used in 

the picture below. Pressing “Prepare Drive” will start the procedure. 

 

After the drive has finished formatting, press “Install grub4dos”. When asked, choose 

install to MBR. In order to ensure compability, choose not to copy grldr to the drive 

since we’ll use the version provided from the ZIP-package. Your drive should now be 

bootable with the Grub4DOS bootloader.  



Step 2: Copy files 

Copy firahelper.ima.gz, firahelper64.ima.gz, grldr, and menu.lst to the root of the 

flash drive (from “USB root” folder). Also copy the desired Windows XP ISO image to 

the flash drive root and rename it to “XP.iso” (“XP64.iso” for 64-bit). When finished 

the flash drive content should look like below. Be sure to safely remove the USB flash 

drive after finishing to ensure file integrity. 

 

 

Step 3: Install Part 1 (TXT-mode) 

The USB flash drive is now ready to be used in the install procedure. Make sure the 

drive you wish to install to is plugged in to one of the Intel PCH SATA connectors 

(consult your manual) and plug the USB drive. Start the system and choose to boot 

from the USB flash drive (F8 for boot menu on ASUS motherboards). You should now 

be presented with a menu as below. 

 



 

To load the first part of the setup, choose “Windows XP Setup Step 1 (TXT-mode)” or 

“Windows XP X64 Setup Step 1 (TXT-mode)” if you’re installing the 64-bit version. 

This will start to load the ISO to RAM in order to be able to access it during setup. It 

should look like below. If you get an error about not finding the drive, make sure the 

install drive is connected correctly and visible to the UEFI. 

 

  

After completing loading the ISO, you’ll get a message about remembering to press 

F6 during the initial TXT-mode setup stage. Press Enter to confirm and be ready to 

press F6 as soon as the blue interface presents itself as below. 

 



 

After pressing F6, setup will continue for a bit and soon present you with the 

following menu. 

 

Press S to add device drivers and select “FiraDisk Driver (32-bit)” or “FiraDisk Driver 

(64-bit)” depending on your XP version. You’ll get back to the first menu but with the 

FiraDisk driver being listed. Press S again and this time select “Intel® SKL SATA AHCI 

Controller (X99+Skylake)” or its 64-bit counterpart. It should now look like below, 

press Enter to continue. 



 
The setup will now continue as normal until the system reboots and it’s time for step 

2 of the setup (GUI-mode). When installing XP 64-bit you might get an issue about 

firadisk.sys not being compatible, you can just ignore this error. If you get an error 

about not finding the FiraDisk Installation Disk during file copying, you have to make 

sure that the WINNT.SIF-file does not contain OEMPreInstall=”No”. 

 

Step 4: Install Part 2 (GUI-mode) 

After the first reboot, once more boot from the USB drive. This time select “Windows 

XP Setup Step 2 (GUI-mode)” alternatively “Windows XP X64 Setup Step 2 

(GUI-mode)” and wait for the ISO to load to RAM. The drivers are already inserted 

into the system and the setup will continue the last steps of installation. 
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Conclusion 

Focus on getting the right proportions of these 3 items to get the max clocks: 

 

 

 

Usually Level 6 bandwidth + 1.8~1.9v (1.6v at boot and up in OS) PLL Termination + 

No Internal PLL over-Voltage works well 

If CPU display CPU PCIE cold bug ~ -150+C, make sure you disable the Gen3->1.1 

switching that occurs by using power-mizer or disable ULPS to prevent this cold bug. 

Use outer most slot for Highest Memory clocks. 

 

As it is brutal on the CPU socket to go such cold temperatures constantly, take care of 

socket after benching and try to go down in temperatures slowly so that the plastic 

of the socket contracts at the same rate as the socket pins. 

 

For XP, please use XP bios. This bios will only work with Windows XP and not with 

newer OS. 

 

OC Panel 2: 

Do not use OC Panel 1 on Maximus 8, use OC Panel 2 

Nothing much has changed: 



 
 

Under Extreme mode (Which is default mode when in LN2 mode), these 2 buttons 

become Retry and safemode buttons: 

 

Make sure you install rogconnectplus for ratio/bclk adjustments. 
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